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87/3 
Finding Aid 

Reynolds;Phoebe Elizabeth 

Phoebe E. Reynolds (nee Burns) was born, ca 1886 in England. She trained as a 
nurse, and was stationed at the 3rd Southern General Hospital and To.,m Hall 
Hospital in Oxford, England during the First World War. Fran 1914 to 1927 she 
worked as a nurse in Britain and travelled to Ireland and the continent. In 
1927, Phoebe Burns toarded a ship for Canada. While alx>ard the ship, Phoebe net 
a young couple fran Mayo, Yukon and this sparked her interest in applying for a 
nursing position in the Yukon. After spending sare tine in New York City, she 
was wired about a position available as matron of the Mayo Hospital, and assuned 
her rew position on June 16, 1928. Phoebe was at the Hospital for two years, 
but quit her position to marry George Reynolds, a prospector who lived and mined 
on Ledge Creek, on Mayo Lake. The Reynolds vJere married on October 8, 1930 and 
lived the 'cutdcors' life for many years, rreking their living through 
prospecting, hunting and fishing. During these years, Mrs. Reynolds did the 
odd stint of relief nursing at the Mayo Hospital and was consulted often for 
nedical advice during the war years as Mayo was without a doctor. 

When the mine cpened at Elsa, George Reynolds was hired as the night watchman 
� the Reynolds lived in Elsa until they rroved to Oliver, B.C. to retire. 

The records in this collection were uncovered in the basement of the Christ 
Church cathedral in Whitehorse in the spring of 1986. The records vJere stored 
in a netal chest, and are in very pcor physical condition, being dirty, rrouldy, 
and fragile. Basic conservation care will be applied to the records. 

It is believed that all of the records in the chest had belonged to Phoebe 
Reynolds. When the Reynolds rroved to Elsa after World War II, Hilda Hellaby 
house-sat their cabin in Mayo. She probably tcok Phoebe's chest to Whitehorse 
with her and this -would explain ho.v the records ended up in Christ Church 
Cathedral in Whitehorse. 

This collection consists of two parts: manuscripts and photographs, as 
described belo.v. 

Part l Manuscripts 
An assortmmt of papers were kept in the original netal chest, and appear to 
rcughly divide into papers Mrs. Reynolds wrote, and papers she collected. They 
will be described according to these two basic categories, with a chronological 
order maintained within each category. 

i Collected Papers 

The collected papers consist primarily of a series of scientific and religious 
treatises that ,;,vere written to.Yards the end of the 19th century aoo at the 
beginning of the 20th century. Many of the papers were presented at neetings of 
the "Mens Mutual" which appears to have been a sort of philoscphy class for nen 
where tcpics of a scientific and religious thene vJere discussed. 
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The Men's Mutual may have had a connection with the Church of England, and the 
papers in this collection were all presented in Britain. Their connection with 
Phoebe Burns, besides being presented in Britain and asscx::iated with the Church 
of England, is not known. They do provide, ho,.,ever, a fascinating reflection of 
late 19th century thought revolving around the issues and debates surrounding 
scientific and religious thernes. 

Also contained within the collected papers are sane newspaper clippings and a 
paper written on the Yukon. 

A file listing follo,.,s: 

Folder fv'\ S S 2 S -+-

1. A handwritten sernon on the theme of Cain and Abel. 27 pages n.d.

2. Various harrlwritten chapters on a religious philoscphical therre.
01 m. n.d.

3. · Handwritten scientific treatise (Geology) . • 01 m n. d.

4. Handwritten essay entitled "The Physical Constitution of the Sun". An
essay read before the Mutual Inprovernent Class - Hallwhistle.
16 pages April 15, 1874 or (1894).

5. A handwritten essay entitled "Lecture on the Seasons" delivered before Holy
Trinity Men's Mutual, Dicx::ese of Carlisle. 12 pages March 9, 1897.

6. Handwritten lecture (Part of a series) entitled: "Unity in the Scherre of
Creation II". Considers the question of the origin of life on earth, and
creation versus evolution. 38 pages. Novenrer 23, 1897. ·

7. "Unity in the Scheme of Creation IV - Man to Spirit". A continuation of
the discussion on Evolution and God's position: sane discussion of the
cx::cult. 40 pages. 1897.

8. Two handwritten papers, entitled: "Diary of a Ja.rrney Across Tibet" by
captain Hamilton and "On the Coooition of the Interior of the Earth."
. 01 m July, 1903.

9. Handwritten notes to aceatpa11y lantern slides presented by a man narred
'McBurns' , describing his trip by boat fran England to New York, a train
trip across the U.S. to California and then by train to Mexico. Includes
many eatments on the pecple (and their lifestyles) of America and Mexico.
.01 m May 28, 1907 & January, 1908.

10. A handwritten lecture entitled "Lecture on Norway"" and delivered before
the Men's Mutual. It describes a trip the writer took to Norway • •  01 m
December 7, 1909.

11. A handwritten lecture entitled. "Ho,., we kno,., what the Stars are made of",
delivered before the Men's Mutual. (Includes references at end of paper).
27 pages March 5, 1912 .
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29. Typed notes about Phoebe Reynold's experience with appearing at a court
inquest and working, apparently, as a sort of rratron for ferrale prisoners.
5 pages ca 1954.

PARI' 2: PHOTOGRAPHS 

1. An album containing 76 black and white original photographs. The
photographs depict Nurse Burns and her fello.,.,-nurses caring for wounded
W.W. I. soldiers in Oxford, England. There are interior views of the
oospital, as well as photographs of patients and nurses taken out-of-doors,
and sore views of military contingents on parade • •  03 m. 1914-1915.

2. A black and white original photograph of two cabins arcong trees and
inscribed on the back "carribou (sic) on 60 mile River. VC had a road
house further up. Charlie mined near there".
(Badly faded and torn). n.d.


